










Welcome to an exciting range of quality products offered by our leading brands. Let Proactive Clothing help
build your brand’s unique look and ethos by choosing from our large range of products catered to your
industry needs. Do you have a great idea and need help in displaying and presenting a uniform or promotional
concept? Speak to your distributor about storyboards or other visual aids that Proactive Clothing can generate
for you in order to showcase your idea!

STEP INTO  STYLE THIS YEAR WITH 

Proactive-Clothing Proactive_C proactiveclothing
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POLOS & GOLF SHIRTS
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FORMAL COLLECTION
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PANTS & TROUSERS
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KNITWEAR & FLEECE
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JACKET COLLECTION
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SERVICE COLLECTION
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MEDICAL COLLECTION
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CHEF COLLECTION
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BEAUTY COLLECTION
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BEAUTY COLLECTION
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HEADWEAR & BAGS
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The garment contains breathable moisture management fabric which wicks
perspiration from the skin to the outer surface and dries quickly through
evaporation

Garments require little or no ironing and are often crease resistant

A superior quality dyeing process ensures brighter colours and prevents fibers from
weakening during the printing process

The garment contains fluorescent colours and/or reflective tape to increase
visibility

A process where the shorter cotton fibres are discarded and impurities removed, 
making the yarn stronger, smoother, softer and more compact

Fabric has wind resistant properties

Fabric has water resistant properties

Fabric offers multi-dimensional stretch allowing flexibility and a more tailored fit

Product offers superior resistance to fading

PRODUCT ICONS EXPLAINED
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